Vactor’s revolutionary new boom telescopes 10 FEET OUT and extends the DEBRIS HOSE DOWN 15 FEET SPEEDING WORK, and in many cases, eliminating the need to assemble and disassemble additional tubes.

RAPID DEPLOYMENT BOOM
Retrofitable to all 2100 Plus Series Vactors

The RDB 1015™ Offers You:

• Dramatic reduction in set-up and tear-down time with boom’s ability to pay-in and pay-out 15 feet of vacuum hose

• The ability to work in areas of low overhead clearance without raising the boom and still reach needed depths with enhanced speed and efficiency

• Transport with catch basin tube attached to start work immediately, or without it for unmatched visibility

• No additional operator maintenance over a traditional 10’ telescoping boom

Retro Kit Available:
• Telescopic Boom P/N 510816B-30
• 5x5 Boom P/N 510816A-30

See this revolutionary boom in action at vactor.com

Your local vactor dealer is:

1621 South Illinois Street • Streator, IL 61364 • (815) 672-3171